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Welcome
Welcome to the February 2012 edition of ‘In the Boxing Ring’. In this edition, we focus on the Internet Protocol IPv6.

This month, on pages 2 and 3, we present details on Network Box NBRS-5.0 IPv6. Pundits have been predicting the imminent death of today’s Internet Protocol IPv4 for more than twenty years now, but somehow it keeps going on and on. With last year’s distribution of the final five /8 network blocks to the regional Internet registries (RIRs), IANA’s exhaustion on 31 January 2011, and the RIR APNIC’s exhaustion on 15 April 2011, it finally looks like the sun is setting on IPv4.

Beyond the success of support for IPv6 in the middleware layer, Network Box has realised the need to meaningfully demonstrate the correctness and compliance of IPv6 support at the lower network layers. Network Box is committed to stating that when NBRS-5.0 is released, it will be ipv6ready.org certified to the current phase 2. This is the industries most thorough and recognised IPv6 readiness certification.

NBRS-5.0 is designed to assist our customers with their migration to IPv6, not merely to act as an IPv6 device on the network.

Page 4 details the features and fixes to be released in this month’s patch Tuesday for NBRS-3.0. We continue to develop, and will continue to support, NBRS-3.0 for the foreseeable future (several years), and this page will be used to keep you informed as to what is happening with our core product.

You can contact us here at HQ by eMail (nhq@network-box.com), or drop by our office next time you are in town. You can also keep in touch by several social networks:

Twitter:  http://twitter.com/networkbox
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/networkbox
http://www.facebook.com/networkboxresponse
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/network-box-corporation-limited
Google+: https://plus.google.com/u/0/107446804085109324633/posts

Mark Webb-Johnson
CTO, Network Box Corporation
February 2012
Network Box NBRS-5.0 IPv6

Pundits have been predicting the imminent death of today’s Internet Protocol IPv4 for more than twenty years now, but somehow it keeps going on and on. It had its last ‘reprieve’ with extensive deployment of source NAT technology and RFC 1918 private addresses (10/8, 172.16/12 and 192.168/16). But, with last year’s distribution of the final five /8 network blocks to the regional Internet registries (RIRs), IANA’s exhaustion on 31 January 2011, and the RIR APNIC’s exhaustion on 15 April 2011, it finally looks like the sun is setting on IPv4. The remaining RIRs are expected to deplete their pools within a few years.

What is the big deal?

So, “what is the big deal?”, we hear people say - “All modern devices have IPv6 support”.

Well, the most pressing problem is a lack of experience and testing. IPv4 has had decades of real world experience. With billions of devices talking the protocol, most inter-operability problems were resolved early on and any incompatibilities were relatively easy to see. This is not the case with IPv6.

Now, today we have a very large number of devices taking the dual-stack approach, running their IPv4 network stacks alongside IPv6 stacks. The difference being that the IPv6 stack has had little to no testing. The IPv6 protocol itself is also significantly more complicated than its IPv4 predecessor. So, even though your Internet-connected toaster may have both IPv4 and IPv6 support, you can be vastly more confident that the IPv4 will work, when compared to IPv6.

Add on the problems of inter-operability between the two stacks (including the decision that must be made as to which stack should be used for a particular network connection), and you can start to see the problem.

The Big Bang Event

If IPv4 were to be turned off tomorrow and everyone switch to IPv6, chaos would reign. The two protocols are incompatible, and the vast majority of Internet users do not even have IPv6 connectivity from the ISPs (with a significant number of ISPs not even supporting IPv6 on their networks).

A more sensible approach is a gradual transition to IPv6 by first offering IPv6 as an option, then using automatic dual-stack switching mechanisms, then finally preferring IPv6 and phasing out IPv4. This is the approach being used today.

World IPv6 day was June 8th 2011. This was a 24 hour test of the effect of publishing both AAAA (IPv6) as well as A (IPv4) address records, and evaluation of the connectivity issues. The test was largely successful for the big 400 companies that participated, proving that the most common sites on the Internet (google, facebook, etc) could still be accessed in an automatic dual IPv4-IPv6 world.
World IPv6 Launch Day

While Network Box NBRS-3.0 like most of our competitors had basic support for IPv6, using a dual-stack approach similar to our competitors, it has only limited higher-level proxy support for the protocol.

NBRS-5.0 takes this further, offering full native support for both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols at all levels. In addition, NBRS-5.0 supports translation services to assist with the co-existence and migration between these two protocols. Using router-level technologies, combined with high-level proxies and services, NBRS-5.0 will support bi-directional translation between IPv4 and IPv6. This means that a customer with an internal IPv4-only environment can use his NBRS-5.0 Network Box to accept both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic and translate it to the IPv4 infrastructure.

For those customers without IPv6 connectivity from their ISP, NBRS-5.0 includes support for IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnels to provide IPv6 connectivity over the existing IPv4 ISP links.

The goal of supporting IPv6 has guided many of the design and implementation decisions of NBRS-5.0 since the beginning of development, in particular the design and implementation of the system-wide configuration middleware components. From the point of view of NBRS-5.0, IPv6 is a first class citizen, recognised and supported to the same extent as the traditional IPv4.

NBRS-5.0 IPv6 Ready

Beyond the success of support for IPv6 in the middleware layer, Network Box has realised the need to meaningfully demonstrate the correctness and compliance of IPv6 support at the lower network layers. Network Box is committed to stating that when NBRS-5.0 is released, it will be ipv6ready.org certified to the current phase 2. This is the industries most thorough and recognised IPv6 readiness certification.

IPv6 Ready is an internationally recognised certification that is awarded to vendor products after they undergo a comprehensive set of tests that measure the compliance of the products IPv6 networking stack against formats, features and behaviours defined in the official IPv6 internet standards. It is the closest thing to guaranteeing inter-operability that we have today.

Network Box has spent significant time and effort fine tuning the implementation and configuration of the NBRS-5.0 IPv6 networking layer, and has recently succeeded in passing the preliminary IPv6 evaluations, which are a direct mirror of the evaluations that will be performed by the official testing laboratory.

Network Box will soon submit NBRS-5.0 for certification against IPv6 Ready - Phase 2 criteria for the Core Protocols test specification.

Given the success of NBRS-5.0 in preliminary evaluations, full IPv6 Ready certification is just a step away, which will bring Network Box into a category of vendors populated by names such as: Cisco, Juniper, IBM, Fujitsu. In addition, Network Box NBRS-5.0 is set to be the first Hong Kong developed product to achieve IPv6 Ready certification, and possibly the first product in the world to do so with the most up to date version of the test specification as of the end of 2011.

Conclusions

NBRS-5.0 is designed to assist our customers with their migration to IPv6, not merely to act as an IPv6 device on the network. On launch, it will be IPv6 Ready certified to the Phase 2 criteria for the Core Protocols test specification.
February 2012 Features

On Tuesday, 7th February 2011, Network Box will release our patch Tuesday set of enhancements and fixes. The regional NOCs will be conducting the rollouts of the new functionality in a phased manner over the next 7 days. This month, these include:

- We will be releasing a set of enhancements to provide support for virtual Network Box systems in co-operation with our virtual hosting partners. The new packages provide support for V-385, V-1000, V-2000 and V-4000 virtual Network Boxes (equivalent to their physical counterparts the M-385, E-1000x, E-2000x and E-4000x).

- We are pleased to say there are no security vulnerabilities that need to be addressed by package update, although as usual a large number of protection signatures will be released using our PUSH update system.

In most cases, the above changes should not impact running services or require a device restart. However, in some cases (depending on configuration), a device restart may be required. Your local NOC will contact you to arrange this if necessary.

Should you need any further information on any of the above, please contact your local NOC. They will be arranging deployment and liaison.

Network Box PRC Sales Office

Network Box PRC has opened a new Sales Office, complete with both state-of-the-art Training and Demonstration facilities, in the port city of Jiangmen, China. This new sales office will help serve Network Box clients in the Guangdong province of southern China. Additional Network Box Sales Offices, as well as Security Operations Centers, are planned for both China, and other parts of Asia.

Network Box IPv6 Announcement

Network Box is pleased to announce that it has reached the first milestone in its endeavour to attain IPv6 Ready Phase 2 criteria certification. We are now ready to submit NBRS-5.0 for formal certification.

IPv6 Ready is an internationally recognized certification that is awarded to vendor products after they undergo a comprehensive set of tests that measure the compliance of the products IPv6 networking stack against constructs, features and behaviours defined in the official IPv6 internet standards.

IPv4 currently directs almost all Internet traffic. However, the last top level block of free IPv4 addresses were assigned in February 2011, so organizations everywhere will soon be faced with the very real need to migrate over to IPv6.

For this reason, IPv6 support and innovation are foundational aspects of the upcoming Network Box NBRS-5 product line.

---

**JANUARY 2012 NUMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Metric</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>% difference (since last month)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUSH Updates</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>+10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signatures Released</td>
<td>523,962</td>
<td>+23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall Blocks (/box)</td>
<td>817,581</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP Blocks (/box)</td>
<td>222,910</td>
<td>+21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spams (/box)</td>
<td>14,447</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware (/box)</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>+5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL Blocks (/box)</td>
<td>143,152</td>
<td>-9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL Visits (/box)</td>
<td>3,367,886</td>
<td>-12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>